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I. Grammar 

From a, b, c and d choose the word that best completes the following: 

1- The fire had started when everyone in the house was……………………. 

      a- sleep         b- sleeps                c- asleep                  d- slept 

2- Tom has……………..strength that he can defeat his rival. 

      a- too            b- so                           c- such            d- many 

3- As we were walking up the mountain, we came …………….. a small campsite. 

      a- across            b- round                      c-  out               d- in 

4- No sooner had we……………….. out than it began to rain. 

      a-going         b- went                  c- gone              d- goes 

5- The thief………………..before he escaped. 

     a- caught        b- had been caught       c- were caught     d- have been caught 

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 

1- He had be climbing since four days. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Ahmed can beats others in memory games involve pictures 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Immediately after finish his homework, Ali go to bed. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- How much students are their in the class? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

5- The man which son win the first prize was very happy. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer: 

1- They speak……………….French nor German, but a curious mixture of the two. 

      a- both                 b- neither                      c- either                   d- too 

2- I will have…………………… all my work by 7 p.m. 

a- finishing       b- finish                      c- finished             d- finishes 

3- At this time next Friday, we will be…………………………………. to London. 

a- travel                   b- travelled                       c- travels         d- travelling 

4- I'm not sure where Jane is from.  She is either American………………Canadian. 

a- or                      b- than                      c- and               d-nor 

5- The law has to be……………………………………………... 

a- respects            b- respecting                    c- respect          d- respected 

 

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 

1- Some of the historical sites might have be save. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- You should has read the safe instructions. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Both Ali and Salim is a doctor. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- By next year, I will have write two plays and two short story. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5-  By the end of these year, I will have been teaching English since 24 years. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer: 

1-  Many people ……………………………… the poor countries are out of work. 

      a- with                b- for                      c- by                            d- throughout 

2-  It's not as good…………………it used to be. 

b- so               b- but                      c- and                         d- as 

3-  The death of his son was an experience from…………… he never fully recovered. 

  a- whose               b- whom                        c- which                    d- who 

4-  Ali is now a PhD student in England……………………..……high level research. 

  a- doing              b- did                             c- done                       d- does 

5- I like to have my baby next to me………………………….…I can keep an eye on him. 

    a- when       b- where                         c- who                   d- which 

 

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 

1- In his first match he score two goals, beat the previous record. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Hind and her brother always goes to school at car. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- This soldier are as brave at a lion. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- Why is you angry on your classmates? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

5- I didn't attended the party with many reasons. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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I. Grammar 

From a, b, c and d choose the word that best completes the following: 

1- The fire had started when everyone in the house was……………………. 

      a- sleep         b- sleeps                c- asleep                  d- slept 

2- Tom has……………..strength that he can defeat his rival. 

      a- too            b- so                           c- such            d- many 

3- As we were walking up the mountain, we came …………….. a small campsite. 

      a- across            b- round                      c-  out               d- in 

4- No sooner had we……………….. out than it began to rain. 

      a-going         b- went                  c- gone              d- goes 

5- The thief………………..before he escaped. 

     a- caught        b- had been caught       c- were caught     d- have been caught 

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 

1- He had be climbing since four days. 

been           for 

2- Ahmed can beats others in memory games involve pictures 

beat               involving 

3- Immediately after finish his homework, Ali go to bed. 

finishing   went 

4- How much students are their in the class? 

many                          there 

5- The man which son win the first prize was very happy. 

whose        won 
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From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer: 

1- They speak……………….French nor German, but a curious mixture of the two. 

      a- both                 b- neither                      c- either                   d- too 

2- I will have…………………… all my work by 7 p.m. 

a- finishing       b- finish  c- finished             d- finishes 

3- At this time next Friday, we will be…………………………………. to London. 

a- travel                   b- travelled                       c- travels         d- travelling 

4- I'm not sure where Jane is from.  She is either American………………Canadian. 

a- or                      b- than                      c- and               d-nor 

5- The law has to be……………………………………………... 

a- respects            b- respecting                    c- respect          d- respected 

 

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 

1- Some of the historical sites might have be save. 

been           saved 

2- You should has read the safe instructions. 

have    safety 

3- Both Ali and Salim is a doctor. 

are                                        doctors 

4- By next year, I will have write two plays and two short story. 

written                            stories 

5-  By the end of these year, I will have been teaching English since 24 years. 

This                                                      for 
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From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer: 

1-  Many people ……………………………… the poor countries are out of work. 

      a- with                b- for                      c- by                            d- throughout 

2-  It's not as good…………………it used to be. 

b- so               b- but                      c- and                         d- as 

3-  The death of his son was an experience from…………… he never fully recovered. 

  a- whose               b- whom                        c- which                    d- who 

4-  Ali is now a PhD student in England……………………..……high level research. 

  a- doing              b- did                             c- done                       d- does 

5- I like to have my baby next to me………………………….…I can keep an eye on him. 

    a- when       b- where                         c- who                   d- which 

 

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 

1- In his first match he score two goals, beat the previous record. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Hind and her brother always goes to school at car. 

                                                    go                               by 

3- This soldier are as brave at a lion. 

                       Is                               as 

4- Why is you angry on your classmates? 

              are                    at 

5- I didn't attended the party with many reasons. 

                    attend                    form 




